MADE IN AMERICA

Wikki Stix®
An American Classic
for 30 YEARS

PRODUCTS FOR FUN & LEARNING
**Wikki Stix No Frills Paks**  
**Item #802 - 804**

468 Wikki Stix in 13 colors! Packaged in a “cigar-styled” box that is perfect to decorate with Wikki Stix and use for storage. All Wikki Stix are 6-inch length. Includes 12-page fun booklet of Arts & Crafts ideas, plus several colorful project sheets.  
*Lots of fun with lots of Wikkies!*

**Primary Color Pak**  
**Item #803**

The Original package of Wikki Stix. 48 eight-inch Wikki Stix in primary colors. Includes illustrations, play and craft ideas on the back. Shape, stick, play and learn!

**Neon Color Pak**  
**Item #804**

Includes 48 eight-inch Wikki Stix in six hot neon colors plus illustrations, play and craft ideas on the back. Perfect for home, school, playtime and more.

**Nature Color Pak**  
**Item #802**

48 Wikki Stix in black, white, brown and two shades of green…ideal for making habitats, animals, bugs, science projects, and more…not to mention fun stuff for sports!

**Super Wikki Stix**  
**Item #809**

Amazing super-long Wikki Stix to cut to your own lengths! Each strand is three feet long…for a total of 144 feet of Wikki Stix in six colors. Perfect for 3-dimensional creations. You asked for longer Wikki Stix…you got them!  
*Visit our website for fun How To Videos!*

**Big Count Box**  
**Item #805**

468 Wikki Stix in 13 colors! Packaged in a “cigar-styled” box that is perfect to decorate with Wikki Stix and use for storage. All Wikki Stix are 6-inch length. Includes 12-page fun booklet of Arts & Crafts ideas, plus several colorful project sheets.

**Wikki Stix For Doodlers**  
**Item #101**

Wikki For Doodlers…small, compact and easy to have on hand. Only 6” tall. Contains 24 Wikki Stix for plenty of creative fun. Includes instructions for 3-D designs, plus QR code for lots of additional creative doodling. Tame those fidgety fingers!  
Perfect for:
- Stocking stuffer  
- Anytime diversion  
- Purse  
- Office R & R  
- Carry-on  
- Annoying neighbor kid!  
*Kids and adults will love Wikki Doodling!*

**Rainbow Pak**  
**Item #603**

24 Wikki Stix in the 6 colors of the rainbow…plus sheet of ideas and activities. The Rainbow Pak is a great stocking stuffer, party prize or just a fun, take-home surprise.  
*The perfect starter pak!*

**Single Color Paks**  
**Items #820-831**

Each package contains 36 6-inch Wikki Stix Creatables — all in one single color! Choose from 12 colors: red, navy blue, light blue, forest green, lime green, orange, pink, purple, yellow, brown, black and white.  
*Perfect for school projects and holiday activities!*

**Animal & Sea Life Activity Pak**  
**Item #500 Animal  Item #501 Sea Life**

12 cool animals to create with Wikki Stix, plus each playsheet offers a Fun Fact about that animal or sea creature.  
12 individual paks, 8 Wikki Stix in each.
**Wikki Stix Traveler**

*Item #810*

Wikki Stix are still the best travel toy out there! Bright, colorful carry case contains 144 Wikki Stix, 12-page activity book of ideas and illustrations, plus a QR code with even more instructions and Wikki fun! There’s also a colorful I.D. sticker to personalize the case. Not just for major trips, The Traveler is great to have along any time.  
*A fun craft kit for quiet time.*

**Lil’ Traveler**

*Item #811*

The Lil’ Traveler, at just 5” tall, is the perfect size for a four-year-old to carry…or for Mom to put in her carry-on. Includes: 2 play-sheets featuring Travel Bingo, Tic Tac Toe, fun connect-the-dots and instructions for making all kinds of Wikki creations! Contains 42 Wikki Stix and I.D. sticker to put on the case.  
*Winner: Top Travel Fun of the Year!*

**Activity Set**

*Item #903*

Contains 84 Wikki Stix in 16 colors and 2 sizes, plus a multi-use playboard, handy, re-closeable storage bag and 8 pages of fun ideas and illustrations featuring two cartoon characters from Wikkiland. (Ideal for ages 3 to 6).  
*A Parents’ Choice CLASSIC Award Winner!*

**Fun Activity Book & Christmas Fun Activity Book**

*Item #109  Item #610*

Fun Activity book offers 30 engaging activities that are so much fun kids won’t know they’ve gained preschool readiness skills.  
Christmas Activity Book provides holiday activities to help entertain kids during the frantic holiday season! A little quiet time in the chaos while the kids wait for Santa!  
*Activity books...for fun and learning!*

**Adventures Across America & Wiggles, Squiggles and Curlicues**

*Item #102  Item #905*

Two sturdy board books, perfect for little fingers! Each page has a colorful illustration to be completed by simply pressing the Wikki Stix onto the page. Easy to peel up and re-use.  
Adventures book: travel the USA! Wiggles book: fun-filled delightful scenes!  
*Winner: Top Travel Fun of the Year!*

**Create & Decorate**

*Item #812*

Use Wikki Stix to show your creative side all around the house. Add style and color to canisters, flower pots, jewelry boxes and so much more! Four project sheets provide tons of ideas for decorating all kinds of things.  
Comes with 144 Wikki Stix, plus 3 blank greeting cards and small bag of accent jewels…all in a fun, handy carry case!  
*The most unique craft kit ever!*

**Rainy Day Activity Pak**

*Item #981*

Contains: 324 colorful Wikki Stix, 30 paper cutouts, idea sheet & 12-page booklet of additional activities. All self-contained in an easy to store handy plastic case!  
*Ideal for after school programs!*
## Wikki Stix for the Classroom
Ideal for tactile, hands-on learning from Pre-K through Middle School. No preparation, no mess, no clean-up! Use to highlight text on a book page, make diagrams and cross sections, form letters and numbers, use as a math manipulative, arts & crafts, seasonal fun, bulletin boards and much more!

### Bulk Paks
4 different bulk pack quantities from 300 to 1200 make it economical to purchase Wikki Stix for schools, camps, after-school programs, day care, etc.

*Educational Resources are available on our website!*

---

## Educational Resource Manual
*Item #403*
36 pages of classroom activities organized by curriculum, across the grade levels from Pre-K through Middle and Intermediate.

*Tell me...I forget.
Show me...I remember.
Involve me...I understand.

---

## Multi Sensory Resource
*Item #909*
Ideal for special needs. The tactile, sensory and engaging kit that's perfect for fine motor skills, kinesthetic learning, visually impaired and the autism spectrum. Includes: Resource Manual, 6 activity cards, grid board, therapy bag bonus unit and 144 Wikki Stix One-of-a Kind Creatables!

---

## Early Learning Trio

### Alphabet Fun Cards  Item #606

### Numbers & Counting  Item #608
Alphabet and Numbers & Counting Cards are individual cards for learning with Wikki Stix! Ideal for classroom use or anyone who is searching for ways to enhance their children's educational growth.

Each comes with 36 Wikki Stix.

### Basic Shapes
*Item #705*
Fun, hands-on way to learn basic shapes... in connect-the-dot form. Includes 10 individual shape cards, 72 Wikki Stix, plus colorful giant fold-out sheet showing creative ways to combine shapes.

### STEM Pak
*Item #850*
Make STEM subjects fun, easy and engaging with Wikki Stix! Virtually “mistake-free”, Wikki Stix take the intimidation out of STEM.

Includes 108 feet of Wikkies in 9 colors, plus step-by-step instructions for making the DNA Double Helix! Over 20 additional images of science and math activities that are fun and easy with Wikki Stix.

*See our STEM and STEAM lesson plans and examples!*
**15 Fun Favor Pak**
*Item #105*
15 party fun favors, each with 12 Wikki Stix and a playsheet...plus great ideas for party games and activities. Keep a few handy for car trips, visits to the dentist...anywhere you go with the kids!

**Birthday Fun Favor Pak**
*Item #108*
20 birthday party favors, each with 12 Wikki Stix and birthday-themed playsheet...plus great ideas for party games and activities.

*Great party activity or take-home fun!*

**50 Assorted Fun Favors**
*Item #718*
50 individual units, perfect for birthday parties, home room events, and loot bags. Ideal for incentives and rewards. Each unit contains 8 assorted-color Wikki Stix, plus playsheet with ideas, all packaged in a 3.5” x 7” poly bag.

*Perfect for teachers!*

**Christmas Fun Favors**
*Item #710*
Help take the chaos out of Christmas! Perfect for a little quiet time when holiday stress is over the top. Also fun to tuck into a stocking or as party favors. (50 packets included).

**Valentine Fun Favors**
*Item #711*
Great for parties, and perfect with the Wikki Stix Valentine Box! Each fun favor comes with a little To/From name tag. (50 packets included).

*Fun to give...fun to get...fun to make!*

**Halloween Fun Favors**
*Item #708*
The perfect NON-CANDY trick-or-treat handout! Good fun! Great for parties, too! (50 packets included).

**Easter Fun Favors**
*Item #713*
Tuck neatly into an Easter basket...or can be part of the Easter hunt! Hours of quiet fun later in the day. (50 packets included).

*Perfect for a party or baskets!*

Visit our website to see all our playsheets!
Creative Activity Pak...For Seniors

Item #910
Our Creative Activity Pak for assisted living facilities has been so popular that we created a smaller one, for in-home family use. Designed for a senior family member who has lots of time on his or her hands.

Armchair Fun Kit...For Seniors

Item #914
The new Armchair Fun Kit for Seniors offers a sturdy lapboard so it is easy and convenient to sit comfortably in a favorite chair...and enjoy hands-on entertainment!

With 96 bright colorful Wikki Stix, the kit also offers idea sheets and specific hands-on activities, developed in coordination with Life Enrichment Specialists at assisted living facilities. Activities that aid with focus and concentration, as well as fine motor function...and provide fun entertainment!

*Designed specifically for seniors at home*

Mini Play Paks

Item #222
#1 for Restaurants!

Wikki Stix are the #1 tabletop toy for restaurants...the CLEAN alternative to crayons. Each unit is a small, easy to handout, self-contained packet of 8 Wikki Stix and a playsheet, in colorful 3.5” x 7” poly bag. Also used on airlines, and by churches, cruise lines, hotels, doctors, dentists, realtors...any place that hosts children.

USA Fun Favors

Item #104
20 Colorful fun favors...representing USA Landmarks and regions. Each playsheet offers a fun connect-the-dot design and information on that location. Each includes 8 Wikki Stix. Great for those “Are we there yet?” moments! A perfect travel toy with an all-American travel theme!

Bilingual Packaging

Our 7 best sellers are available in Bilingual Packaging! English and French packaging include the Wikki Stix Big Count Box...which earned the Homeschooling Parent Seal of Approval!

- Assorted Fun Favors
- Big Count Box
- Neon Colors
- Primary Colors
- Super Wikki Stix
- Wikki Stix for Doodlers
- Wikki Stix Traveler

Another All-American Favorite...
The Wikki Stix Fun Truck!

The Wikki Stix Fun Truck is a 1934 Ford pickup with a Chevy V-8 engine. With Andy behind the wheel, the truck is used for trade shows, promotional programs and school visits.

Andy delivers Wikki Stix to toy and educational stores in your neighborhood! Visit the Store Locator on our website for store names and addresses, and see more of the Wikki Stix Fun Truck!

Please visit our website for more at www.wikistix.com

Fax 602-870-9877
e-mail: info@wikistix.com

1-800-TO-WIKKI (869-4554)
www.wikistix.com
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